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SUMMARY 
As part of a study of hydrodynamic impact loads on chine-immersed 
bodies, a model having an inverted-V transverse shape and a dead-rise 
angle of -200 was tested at the Langley impact basin. A series of fixed-
trim impacts of this inverted-V model were made in smooth water over a 
wide range of trim and initial flight -path angles at a beam-loading 
coefficient of 19 .15 with a few impacts at beam- loading coefficients of 
27.90 and 36.07 . 
The data are presented in tables and in figures as variations of 
loads and motions (in coefficient form) with time, trim angle, and 
flight-path angle . In general, the maximum impact loads experienced by 
the inverted-V model were gr eater than the loads which have been obtained 
for a flat-bottom model; however, for the severe impact conditions 
approaching 00 trim (flat impacts) a trend toward smaller loads than 
those experienced on a flat bottom is indicated. Peak pressures for the 
inverted-V transverse shape compare with those for the flat-bottom model 
in a manner similar to the maximum impact loads. 
INTRODUCTION 
Investigations of hydrodynamic impact loads on chine-immersed bodies 
at the Langley impact basin have included several transverse shapes 
(refs. 1 to 4) . Reference 1 presented loads for a flat-bottom (00 dead-
rise angle) model and r eferences 2 to 4 presented loads for models having 
positive dead-rise angles and V and curved transverse shapes. These 
investigations have indicated the relation of maximum loads to transverse 
shape for chine-immersed models of zero and positive dead- rise angles. 
The present investigation extends this study beyond the flat plate to 
the inverted-V shape with a _200 dead-rise angle . 
Configurations having negative dead-rise angles are of interest 
from the standpoint of the unconventional flow of water from the instant 
of initial contact as compared with impacts of bodies having positive 
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dead-rise angles. The flow upon initial contact of the model having a 
negative dead-rise angle is from the chines inward toward the center or 
keel of the bottom as contrasted with that of the model having a posi-
tive dead-rise angle which is outward from the keel. This difference 
in flow is closely related to the spray and loads produced during impact. 
Whereas on bottoms having positive dead-rise angles chine strips or chine 
curvatures are required to divert the flow of water from airplane struc-
tures, engine inlets, and so forth, the transverse shape with a negative 
dead-rise angle is expected to confine the spray toward the center of 
the hull or hydro-ski. The gradual immersion of the croSs section 
with a negative dead-rise angle is similar to that of the cross section 
with a positive dead-rise angle and, therefore, some similarity can be 
expected in the application of the impact load. However, the inward 
flow during the impact of a model with a negative dead-rise angle tends 
to pile up water at the keel and thereby affects the load quite differ-
ently than does the outward flow of bodies having positive dead-rise 
angles. 
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effect of a 
negative dead-rise angle on the hydrodynamic impact loads over a range 
of landing conditions. A prismatic model with this type of transverse 
shape and a straight keel was subjected to a series of fixed-trim impacts 
in smooth water at the Langley impact basin. Most of the impacts were 
made at a beam-loading coefficient of 19 .15 and covered a range of trim 
and initial flight-path angles; however, a few impacts were made at 
beam-loading coefficients of 27.90 and 36.07. The total loads and 
pitching moments together with the motions of the fixed-trim model were 
measured during the impact process. Also, impact pressures were measured 
at several points along the model. 
This r eport contains tables of the basic data from the investigation 
and presents variations of the loads and motions with time, with initial 
flight -path angle, and with trim angle. The maximum loads and maximum 
measured pressures obtained for the inverted-V model are compared with 
those previously obtained for a flat -bottom model. 
SYMBOLS 
b model beam, ft 
f equivalent planing velOCity, ft/sec 
hydrodynamic force normal to keel, lb 
/ 
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g 
p 
t 
v 
w 
x 
Z 
. 
z 
r 
p 
T 
vertical component of hydrodynamic force, lb 
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 
wetted length of model at chine, ft 
pitching moment about step, lb -ft 
impact load factor normal to undisturbed water surface, 
pressure, lb/sq in. 
time after water contact, sec 
resultant velocity of model, ft/sec 
velocity of model normal to keel, x sin T + Z cos T, ft/sec 
dropping weight, lb 
velocity of model parallel to undisturbed water surface, 
ft/sec 
draft of model normal to undisturbed water surface, ft 
velocity of model normal to undisturbed water surface, 
ft/sec 
flight -path angle relative to undisturbed water surface, deg 
mass density of water, 1. 938 slugs/cu ft 
trim angle, deg 
center -of -pressure coefficient, 
Center of pressure measured from step 
b 
draft coefficient, Z 
b 
impact lift coefficient, 
4 
C' z 
C~ 
Subscripts: 
o 
max 
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pitching-moment coefficient, 
time coefficient, 
. 
vertical-velocity coefficient, z 
beam- loading coeffic ient, 
instant of contact with water surface 
maximum 
APPARA'IUS 
Tests were made in the Langley impact basin with the equipment 
described in reference 5. This equipment consists of a catapult, an 
arresting gear, associated instrumentation for measuring loads and 
motions of the model, and a testing carriage to which the model is 
attached at all times by a boom . The boom is mounted on a parallel 
linkage which permits the model to move freely in the vertical direction 
while the carriage is moving horizontally down the tank. 
Model 
A cross section of the inverted-V model is shown in figure 1 and 
the installation of the model on the carriage boom is shown in figure 2. 
The inverted-V model had a - 200 angle of dead rise, a l - foot beam, and 
a straight keel and chine 12 feet long. The bottom was of wood covered 
with fiber glass and the remainder of the model, which included a 2 - foot 
nose section forward of the bottom, was of sheet -metal construction. 
I nstrumentation 
The instrumentation consisted of a multichannel oscillograph, 
accelerometers, a dynamometer, water - contact indicator, and electrical 
• 
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circuits for measuring displacements, velocities, and pressures. All 
mea sureme nts were recorded on the oscillograph together with O.Ol-second 
timing . 
Acce l erations in the vertical direction were measured by strain-
gage-type accelerometers having undamped natural frequencies of 17 and 
120 cycle s per second. The load normal to the keel of the model and 
pitching moments about the step were obtained from a strain-gage-type 
dynamometer mounted between the model and the carriage boom (fig. 2) 
and fr om consideration of the inertia effects of the mass below the 
dynamomet er. 
The init ial contact of the model with the water and rebound from 
the water were determined from an oscillograph record of a pulse pro-
duced by an electrical circuit which was completed by the water through 
contact s in the model. Horizontal velocity was computed from 
photoelectric-cell indications of horizontal displacement and from the 
time i ncrements. Measurements of vertical displacement were obtained 
from a slide wire and vertical velocity was obtained from electrical 
di f fe r entiation of the slide-wire displacement. 
Impact pressures were obtained from ten pressure gages flush-
mounted i n the bottom at the locations shown in figure 3. The pressure 
gages wer e of the inductive type except for gage 10 which was of the 
unbonded strain-gage type. All gages had a diaphragm diameter of 
1/2 i nch. The signals from the pr~ssure gages were amplified and 
r ecorded with a flat frequency response extending to above 1,000 cycles 
per second. 
I n general, the data obtained in this investigation are believed 
t o be· accurate within the following limits: 
Horizontal velocity, ft/sec • 
Vertical velocity, ft/sec . 
Vertical displacement, ft • 
Acceleration, g units 
Pressure, lb/sq in. 
We ight , lb ..... 
Time, sec .•.... 
Pitching moment, percent 
. ' . 
±0.5 
±0.2 
±0.02 
±0.2 
±3 
±10 
±0.002 
±5 
The gradual application of the load under some impact conditions 
led to uncertainty in determining the instant of peak reading on flat 
load and moment curves. Consequently, the determined times to peak are 
not as accurate as the above values indicate • 
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TEST PROCEIURE 
This investigation consisted of a series of fixed-trim impacts in 
smooth water for landing conditions covering a range of trims and fli§ht -
path angles . Impacts were made at trim angles of 00 , 40 , 80, 120 , 16 , 
200 , and 300 and over a range of flight-path angles from 30 to 250 with 
·a few impacts without forward speed (Yo = 900 ) at T = 00 and 80 (veloc-
ity range: Zo = 3.9 to 12.2 feet per second, Xo = 0 to 80 feet per 
second). The impacts were made at a beam- loading coefficient of 19.15 
(W = 1,195 pounds). In order to check effects of beam loading) a few 
impacts were made at beam- loading coefficients of 27.90 and 36.07 (w = 1,741 and 2,251 pounds) respectively) for 80 trim over a range of 
flight -path angles (zo = 4 .5 to 12.4 feet per se cond, Xo = 31 to 72 
feet per second). 
During each impact a lift force eQual to the weight of the model 
and drop linkage was applied to simulate a wing lift of 1 g (ref. 5). 
Several times during the test, repeat impacts were made to check the 
consistency of the behavior of the eQuipment and instruments. No signif -
icant changes wer e observed and the data of these repeat impacts were 
averaged for presentation in this report. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimental data obtained in this investigation are presented 
in tables I and II for each of the impacts . Table I presents the meas -
ured values of loads and motions at contact with water, at maximum 
acceleration, at maximum pitching moment) at maximum draft) and at 
rebound. Table II shows the maximum pressures measured at the pressure -
gage locations (fig. 3) and the vertical velocity at the time of each 
maximum pressure for each of the impacts . Some of the measurements 
were not successfully obtained ( noted in the tables by dashes) be·cause 
the magnitude was out of range of the instrument or because the 
instrument failed to function . 
Time Histories 
Variations of the load, draft, vertical velOCity, and pitching 
moment are shown in figures 4 to 7 in coefficient form. The data for 
impacts without forward speed are shown in figures 4 and 5 for two 
values of Zo at T = 00 and 80 and C~ = 19 .15. From these time his -
tories and from table I it is seen that for a model of the length tested 
the l ift coefficient at 00 trim is significantly greater than the lift 
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coefficient at 80 trim, maximum lift for impacts at 00 trim being about 
nine times the lift for impacts at 80 trim. The data for typical impacts 
with forward speed are shown in figure 6 for C~ = 19.15 and in figure 7 
for C~ = 36 .07. These time histories indicate that the loads are 
largely dependent upon flight-path angle and beam loading and at high 
flight-path angles are dependent on trim angle. These time histories 
show that the application of the loads to the inverted-V model is closely 
similar to the application generally expected for models having positive 
dead-rise angles . 
The inward flow of the water during impact of the inverted-V model 
might be expected to affect drastically the application of the load so 
as to create water hammer or shock. However, as shown by the time his-
tories, the loads during the impact were applied smoothly without any 
detrimental effects from the inward flow. 
Variations of Loads and Motions With Trim and 
Flight-Path Angle 
The variations with initial flight -path angle of the coefficients 
of vertical load, vertical velocity, draft , pitching moment, center of 
pressure, and time for trim angles of 40 , 80 , and 300 at C~ = 19.15 
are presented in figures 8 to 13. In these figures the following sig-
nificant dat a are shown: 
Impact lift at ni,max and at 
Draft .at ni max and at , Zmax 
Vertical velocity at ni,max 
Zmax (fig. 8) 
(fig. 9) 
and at exit (fig . 10) 
Time at ni,max' at zmax' and at exit (fig. 11) 
Pitching moment at ni,max and at My,max (fig. 12) 
Center of pressure at ni,max and at My,max (fig. 13) 
As indicated in table I, during some of the impacts at low trim angles 
(T = 40), the bow of the model became involved before full immersion was 
reached. In order to eliminate possible effects of the arpitrarily 
shaped nose of the model, any data obtained after bow immersion were not 
included. 
In general, the data shown in figures 8 to 13 indicate that the loads, 
moments, and motions of the model having a negative dead-rise angle vary 
with initial flight -path angle ·and trim in a manner similar to variations 
obtained with models having positive dead-rise angles. It is noted that 
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from figures 12 and 13 comparisons can be made between the pitching-
moment and center - of-pressure coeffic ients at maximum acceleration and 
the coefficients obtained at maximum pitching moment . This comparison 
shows that at 300 trim angle the pitching-moment coefficient at ni}rnax 
is very close to the maximum. However} as the trim angle is lowered 
to 80 and 4°} the maximum pitching moment is as much as 25 percent 
greater than the pitching moment at ni max ' Similarly} the center - of -
} 
pressure coefficients at ni max , and at maximum pitching moment are 
about the same at 300 trim} whereas at 40 trim the center of pressure 
at maximum pitching moment is as much as four times the value at n i max ' } 
Figure 14 presents a summary of the variations of maximum impact 
lift coefficient with trim and flight -path angle . The data points shown 
were obtained from faired curves of CL max plotted against '0 (samples ) 
of which are shown in fig . 8(a)) and the variations shown 
through these data for '0 = 5.50} 100} 150} and 200 at 
are faired 
C~ = 19 .15. 
Comparison Between Loads of Inverted-V Model and 
Flat -Bottom Model 
Impact - loads dat a for a flat -bottom model were obtained from tests 
made under conditions similar to the present investigation and reported 
in reference 1. These loads for the flat -bottom model are compared with 
those of the inverted-V model in figure 15 wherein are shown the varia -
tions with trim angle of the ratio of the maximum loads for the inverted-
V model to the maximum loads for the flat -bottom model. This comparison 
is limited to low flight -path angles (, = 100 and below) for trim angle s 
below 300 as the model of reference 1 was of insufficient length to 
obtain data at high flight -path angles and low trim angles. 
The variation shown (fig . 15) indicates that the inverted-V model 
yields maximum impact loads significantly larger than those of the flat -
bottom model (as much as 18 percent at T = 120) '0 = 100). The varia-
tion also shows that} as the severe condition of zero trim or flat impact 
(impact on a wave flank whose slope angle is equal to the trim angle of 
a hydro - ski) is approached} the inverted-V model shows a trend toward 
smaller loads relative to the flat-bottom model . This trend indicates 
that the inverted-V model) when compared with the flat-bottom model} 
shows promise as a means of reducing the impact loading under the severe 
conditions of flat impact without corresponding reduction of load at the 
less severe conditions of impact at positive trim. Also} at very high 
trim angles the trend is toward r elatively less load for the inverted-V 
model. However} at these high trim angles the impact loads are mild and 
the gradual reduction of load shown is of little importance. 
J 
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Bottom Pressures 
Typical distributions of the hydrodynamic pressure on the bottom 
of the model and maximum values of these pressures are shown in fig-
ures 16, 17, and 18. 
9 
Figure 16 presents the pressures indicated at each of the gage 
locations at values of t corresponding to peak readings of each pres-
sure gage for impacts 23,25, and 29 (C6 = 19.15 and T = 80 ). The 
pressure distribution is shown along with the wetted portion of the 
model as determined from the water line based on draft measurements and 
level water. 
In figure 17 the variations of maximum pressure (from table II) 
with ~PVn2 are presented for trim angles of 40 , 120 , 200 , and 300 . 
Only the three pressure gages with the highest reading for each trim 
angle were used and straight lines were faired through the data for each 
trim angle. The slopes of these lines give pressure coefficients based 
on velocity normal to the keel, Pmax. The coefficients are converted 
lpvn2 2 
into an equivalent planing velocity form by d"ividing by sin2T: 
( )
2 1 Vn 
-p--2 sin T 
= 
The variation with trim angle of these pressure coefficients for the 
inverted-V model is shown in figure 18 together with pressure coeffi-
cients for the flat-bottom model obtained from data of reference 6. 
Comparison of the peak pressure coefficient for the inverted-V model 
with that for the flat-bottom model shows that the maximum pressures 
are approximately the same at trim angles near 21 0 • Above 210 the 
inverted-V model experiences somewhat greater pressures (15 percent at 
300 trim angle). At trim angles below 210 , the trend of the flat-plate 
data is not clearly established; however, the pressures for the inverted-
V model lie considerably below those for the flat-bottom model. This 
trend of the maximum pressure lends support to the previous indication 
that when compared with the flat bottom the inverted-V transverse shape 
is a means of reducing the impact loading experienced during severe 
landings at low trims without corresponding reduction of load at the 
less severe conditions of high trims. 
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General Observations on the Inverted-V Transverse Shape 
From the data presented it has been shown that the impact loads on 
the inverted-V model were smoothly applied and that, when the maximum 
loads of the inverted-V model are compared with flat-bottom-model loads, 
a reduction in load is indicated for landing conditions near flat impact 
(00 trim). The smooth application of load during impact and the favor-
able comparison with the loads of the flat-bottom model indicate advan-
tages for the inverted-V model from the standpoint of impact loads. 
The planing characteristics of the inverted-V model are presented 
in reference 7. The planing lift coefficients shown for the inverted-V 
model, when compared with those of reference 8 for a flat-bottom model, 
are observed to be equal or greater than the lift coefficients for the 
flat-bottom model. The planing lift characteristics shown by the data 
of reference 7 indicate advantages of the inverted-V shape from the 
standpoint of high planing lift and low hump speeds during take - off. 
In addition to impact and planing characteristics, observations 
were made of the spray generated by the model during impact. The spray 
observed during impacts of the inverted-V model was confined behind the 
model with much less spray to the sides or above than is usually observed 
with conventional flat- or V-bottom models. It is believed that these 
spray characteristics show promise in the application of the inverted-V 
shape in hydro-ski or hull designs where spray must be kept to a minimum 
because of outboard engine inlets, flaps, or other structures. 
These observations are intended to. point out the potentials of 
transverse shapes with negative dead-rise angles for hulls and hydro-
skis. The present investigation was confined to a _200 angle of dead 
rise and no attempts have been made to study effects of transverse shape 
on other configurations having negative dead- rise angles. Therefore, 
it is felt that the results obtained from the present investigation indi-
cate that further studies of hydro-ski and hull shapes having negative 
dead-rise angles should be considered. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An analysis of experimental data obtained in an impact -basin inves-
tigation of a narrow-beam model having an inverted-V transverse shape 
with a dead-r ise angle of _200 leads to the following conclusions: 
1. The loads, moments, and motions of the inverted-V model vary 
with initial flight -path angle and trim in a manner similar to the varia-
tions obtained with models having positive dead-rise angles. 
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2. Maximum impact loads on the inverted-V model are greater than 
loads obtained under similar condi tions on a flat -bottom model over 
intermediate trim angl es of this investigation. However, at low trim 
angles and at very high tri m angles, the trends indicate that the loads 
are smaller on the inverted-V model than on the flat -bottom model. 
3 . Maximum pressures for the inverted- V model and the flat-bottom 
model are approximately the same at trims near 21° . The maximum pres-
sures on the inverted-V model are greater at high trims (T = 300) and 
smaller at lower trims (below T = 21° ) than thos e on the flat-bottom 
model. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langl ey Field, Va . , May 14, 1958 . . 
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TAIlLE 1. - TOTAL LOAr6 n.TA FRillI DlPACT T&'315 OF .. INVERTED-V MOD£!. !lIn! -2r1' OE:AD-RISE ANlLE 
At contact At 
Iatpact Trim, to, "OJ I dog 10 , t, I FD , " ft/aec ft/sec do. .oc "' Ib ft 
1 ) .6 0 90 0.0)) 0.97 962 O. ll 
2 5.3 a 90 . 023 loBI 1,790 . 12 
3 a 7.1 a 90 • all 4. 89 3,030 .aB 
4 8.9 a 90 .009 7. 07 4,161 .07 
5 ll .7 a 90 -- - -- --
6 3.9. a 90 0.124 0.16 217 0. )3 
7 5.7 a 90 . ll3 .32 )68 .91 
8 8 7.4 a 90 . aB8 .56 687 .61 
9 9. 4 a 90 .090 . B5 1,084 . 46 
10 12.1 a 90 .064 1.46 1,921 . 90 
II 3.9 66.7 3.34 0. 096 0. 9) 1,309 0 . 31 
12 7.7 67.6 6.53 .066 2. 03 2,6aB . 44 
13 8.7 62.1 7.99 .064 2. 27 2, 944 . 48 
14 10.4 62.1 9.46 .OS7 2. 83 3,540 .49 
15 4 10 .1 53.5 10.73 . OS5 2. 63 3,)63 .49 
16 6.9 34 .0 14.65 .065 1.83 2, 337 .52 
17 ll.6 43.9 14 . 85 . OS3 3 . 04 3,601 .53 
18 805 27.5 17.21 . 065 lS5 1,991 .48 
19 8.0 24.9 l7.80 .068 1.37 1,698 .48 
20 3.9 79. 4 2.78 0. 099 1 . 26 1,791 0. 30 
21 3. 9 73.0 3· 05 .ll4 1.18 1, 537 . 32 
22 7.3 67.6 6 .14 . 091 1.89 2, 506 .49 
23 9.3 61 . 4 8.64 . 064 2. 39 3,194 .63 
(d) 11.1 60. 9 10. 29 .079 2. 90 3,653 .69 
24 8 10.9 55 .6 ll.10 . 063 2.60 3,401 .62 
25 11.3 46 . 7 13.56 .079 2.64 3,447 .73 
26 11.2 44.3 14.25 . OS2 2.57 3, 165 054 
27 12.1 40 .0 16.88 . 076 2. 55 3,359 . 77 
28 10.9 34.5 17 . 60 . 060 2.09 2, 643 . 76 
29 11.9 32 . 7 20. 06 .079 2. 43 3, 145 . 79 
30 9.6 25 .6 20. 57 . 064 1.49 1,992 .71 
31 11.0 28. 4 21.15 .082 2. 01 2, 652 . 78 
32 3.9 73.0 3.aB 0.104 1 . 27 1,801 0.)2 
3) 6.2 61.4 5 . 81 .095 1.65 2,321 .46 
34 12 9.3 51.0 10. 35 . aB9 2.15 2, 902 .69 
35 US 42.4 15 .1) . aB8 2. 38 3,155 . 81 
36 11.9 JJ.3 19. 62 . aB2 2. 10 2,778 . 83 
37 8.6 18.7 24.76 . 092 . 95 1,243 .70 
38 4.4 60.0 3.15 O. llO 1.75 2,435 0.30 
39 6.3 62.1 5 . 82 .103 1.68 2,306 . 49 
40 16 905 51.0 10. 58 .092 2. 22 3,0)7 . 71 41 ll.5 43.1 14 . 99 . 090 2.)7 3,194 .84 
42 7.4 24.6 16.72 . 095 . 91 1,265 .65 
43 12.2 32.9 20.)2 .aB9 2.13 2,900 .93 
44 3.2 7305 2. 46 0.121 1. 3) 1,894 0. 24 
45 4.3 67.6 ) .62 .114 1.57 2,199 .)4 
46 6.2 62. 1 5 . 66 .105 1.90 2,649 . 47 
47 7.9 46.3 9. 65 .100 1.74 2, 466 .65 
48 20 8.0 4305 10. 48 . 101 1.62 2, )64 . 66 
49 9.7 3) . 8 IS. 96 .leI 1.47 2,01) . 81 
50 6.8 21.6 11 .61 . 145 .69 919 . 85 
51 12.0 33 . 9 19.51 . 093 2.09 2, 9)6 . 96 
52 7.5 19. 2 21.36 .148 .73 878 . 94 
5) ll.2 28. 6 21.48 .094 1.58 2,240 .89 
5h 4.5 67 .6 ) . 80 0. 118 1.60 2,645 0. )5 
55 7.5 52 . 9 8. 05 .106 1 . 92 2,861 . 60 
56 )0 8.6 48.1 10. 08 .103 2.01 2, 973 .11 
51 10.6 hO. O 14.79 .105 1 . 86 2,739 . 91 
58 12.2 )) . 6 19.95 .099 1.90 2, 864 1.0) 
59 6.7 20. 3 2).28 .163 . 65 1,276 1.18 
60 4.5 71. 4 3.57 0.10) 0 . 65 1, 746 0. )8 
61 7. 7 65 . 8 6. 68 . 098 1.66 3,267 .62 
62 6 8.1 44 .6 10. 26 .096 1.hO 2,715 .68 
63 12.4 )7 . 9 18. 06 .084 2. 09 4,007 . 89 
64 12.4 )3 . ) 20. 41 . 065 1. 99 3,841 . 90 
65 5.8 7205 h.55 0.122 0. 66 2, 21) 0. 46 
66 5.9 6) . ) 5. 29 .107 1.12 2, 659 .56 
61 8 7. 7 44.) 9. 92 .100 . 99 2,588 .69 68 9.8 )6. 8 14 . 65 . 087 1.26 3,029 . 75 
69 12.1 41. 7 16. 24 . 0B6 2. ll 4,OS8 . 87 
70 ll.6 31.) 20.41 .091 1.)6 ),512 .92 
~ length, 12 teet. 
~ose ot the model became illllu,rsec1 prior to ~\I!l draf t. 
cNg exit trClal water. 
dATerale ot au repeat impacts. 
flt,max At w.YJ~ 
"'I I, I " 'iy, CL t, Yy , c" H ft/sec Ib-ft .oc lb-ft 
C • • 19.15 
(.) ) . 0 5,192 ~.n 0.03) 0.97 5.192 416 
(.) 4 .3 ll,042 ~43 .030 1.08 1l,ola2 323 (.) 5. 6 18,210 31 . 027 1.97 18 .. 210 )02 (.) 7. 4 25,902 .5a . ooB 7.07 26,294 347 
(.) 
-
--- - --- -
2·37 ) .4 460 12.62 -- - - ---- --
6.52 4. 8 1,033 12. 95 .143 . 28 1,406 ~~ 4. 40 6. 4 1,321 12. 46 . 19B . 44 2,737 
3.31 7.7 2,816 ll.63 .138 .68 4,697 ~l 6 . 44 9.5 5,590 12.23 .1OS 1.12 7,676 
4 . )9 2.0 2,275 . 26 0.131 0 .69 3,635 0.84 
6.34 5 .0 6,656 .54 . . UO 1.33 10,013 2. 23 
6.90 6.0 8,246 . 71 .106 1.)9 ll,606 3.OS 
7.07 7.6 9,339 .88 . 099 1. 73 1),479 ) .51 
7 .02 7.8 9,366 1.09 .108 1.34 12,975 4.52 
7. )8 7 .0 6,915 1.82 . 122 . 87 9,818 8.20 
7 .60 8.6 10,996 1.82 . ll2 1.22 16,035 8. 04 
6. 94 6 . 7 5,975 2.32 .12$ . 78 8,618 10.75 
6. 94 6 . 4 5,004 2. 47 .126 . 69 6,910 10.44 
2.16 1.4 2,006 0. 25 0.131 1.07 3,385 0.55 
2. 26 1. 3 2,143 . 27 .1)4 1.10 3,59B . 70 
3.52 3.5 4,178 .51 .107 1.64 6,394 1.43 
4051 5 . 2 6,292 . 77 . 110 1. 76 9,063 2.43 
4. 96 6. 3 8,551 .93 . lOS 2.17 12,ooB 3.24 
3. U 7.9 7, 139 1.03 • ill 1.75 10,676 3.50 
5.2$ 7.1 7,956 1.41 .103 2. 05 12,206 5. 45 
3.67 8.6 6,520 1052 . 112 1.52 10,190 5.34 
5 .53 7. 8 7,501 1.60 .106 1.74 12,514 7.39 
5 . 46 7.5 6,776 1.97 . 108 1.50 9,731 7.67 
5.68 8.1 7, 476 2.48 .107 1.62 11,631 10. OS 
5. 07 7.0 4,598 2.44 . 109 1.18 6,727 9.2$ 
5 . 61 7.7 6 , 879 2.68 .108 1.57 10,751 ll. 96 
1.52 1.2 1,587 0.29 0. 122 1.25 2,695 0052 
2.20 3. 3 3,655 054 . 132 1.)6 4,777 1.30 
3.33 5 .4 5,644 .99 . ll9 1.69 7,535 2.89 
3. 89 7.1 7,178 1.52 .108 1.95 9,643 5.17 
3. 98 8.1 6,073 2. 07 .120 1.47 8,426 6 . 95 
).38 7·0 2,619 2.75 .137 .81 ),871 9.39 
1.09 0.6 2, $64 0. 34 0.137 1.50 3,105 0050 
1.78 3.1 ),)64 -53 .132 1.47 4,624 1.26 
2.57 5.3 5,064 1.02 . 122 1.78 6,562 2.51 
3.06 6.9 5, 973 1. 41 .120 1.90 7,957 4.13 
2. 34 5 . 8 2, 429 1.69 .212 .69 3,0)6 4.74 
3.)8 8. 3 6,107 2.13 . 130 1.41 6,21.1 5. 24 
0. 71 0.6 2, 102 0.)0 0.1)8 1.25 2,731 0052 
1 . 00 .9 2,)02 .41 .123 1.57 ),120 .70 
1.)8 205 3, 791 . 60 .128 1 .69 4,513 1.20 
1.89 4 . 4 4, )65 . 97 .137 1.5) 4,602 2. 25 
1. 92 4. 8 4,678 1.02 .177 1.38 5,844 3.09 
2. )8 6.h 3, )64 1.47 .126 1.39 4,h88 3.75 
2. 48 5. 6 2,247 1.6) . 210 .69 2, 799 5.66 
2.81 8.1 6, 307 1.99 .12) 1.78 7,510 5. 99 
2. 75 4.) 2,163 1.87 .178 . 73 2,187 6.15 
2.60 8.0 4,52) 2. 06 .128 1.45 6, 189 6.77 
0. 70 0.5 ),h25 0.48 0.1)4 1.71 ),466 0.78 
1.20 3.) 4, 269 . 8) .121 1.66 5 , 001 1.81 
1.41 4.1 4,s31 1.04 .1)1 1.87 ~'.m 2.12 1.82 6.2 4, 191 1.35 . 1)0 1 . 79 3.49 
2. 06 8.3 5, 235 1. 84 .164 1.76 5,876 4.19 
2.36 5 .1 2,965 2.14 .19) .85 ),360 1.12 
CA - 27.90 
2. 72 3.1 2,70) 0. 29 0.140 0 . 85 4,605 0. 9) 
4.46 4.5 8,1)9 . 68 . ll6 1.54 11, 220 2.64 
4. 81 5 . 4 1 , 768 1.23 .116 1.29 10, 810 5 . 45 
6. 42 805 12, 810 2. )7 .114 1.50 17,002 ll. O6 
6.48 8. 5 12, 802 2. 82 .105 1.68 17,399 14. 20 
C. - )6. 07 
3.3) 2.4 4, 632 0. )8 0.147 0 . 80 9,021 ~:LL ) . 81 3.7 8, 030 . 64 . 140 . 89 9,610 
4. 96 5. 7 8,llJ 1.14 .145 .76 9,12$ •• 15 
5.h2 7. 2 9, 950 2.02 .131 .91 12,991 9. 21 
6.27 8.1 14,)09 2. 60 .116 1.54 19,560 10. 71 
6.61 8. 6 12,457 2. 84 .1)9 1.10 14,517 1).010 
13 
At 
'"", 
At rebound 
t, I "i " t, -, 
.oc rt .oc t/sec 
(b) 1~l m (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t (b) (b) (b) (b) ~J(b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.744 0.16 1.51 (Cl m . 704 .17 1.90 (e .618 .26 2.10 (e) 
.603 .26 2.41 (e) (e) 
.725 .22 2.85 (e) (e) 
0 . 186 0.54 0.)8 0.535 -IS 
.2OS .61 .69 .639 -1.7 
.226 .46 .62 .756 -1.6 
. 229 .)6 . 87 .766 - 2.3 
(b) m (b) (bl !~l (b ) (b ) (b (b) 1~l (b) (b) Ifr (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.139 loU 0.32 0.3IS -2.4 
.149 .97 .32 .338 -2. 6 
.162 . 98 .58 .423 -3.2 
. 175 1.26 .81 .507 -3 .5 
.176 1.30 .92 .526 -3 .7 
.201 .89 1.01 .612 -3.2 
.203 .91 loll .740 -3.0 
.257 .72 1.20 .812 -2. 6 
. 296 ·53 1.30 .910 -2 .6 
.313 .44 1.38 1.099 -1.6 
.327 .32 1.45 1.137 -1 . 9 
.399 · 30 1.48 1.482 -1.) 
.)83 .34 1.55 1.274 -1.6 
0.142 1.12 0. )) 0.304 -2.7 
.154 1.13 .52 .372 -).6 
.169 1 .15 .91 0520 -3.9 
.243 . 76 1.21 .690 -3.6 
.295 . 64 1.45 .937 -2 . 7 
.477 .30 1.65 (e) (e) 
O.ill 1.73 0. 30 0.239 -3 .6 
.15$ 1.28 .ss .360 -3 . 9 
.174 1.51 .89 .448 -4 . 8 
. 222 . 99 1. 18 .587 -4.6 
. )68 . 44 1.29 1.167 -1.7 
.264 . 91 1.51 .825 -) . 6 
0. ll8 1. 3) 0. 25 0.244 -2. 7 
.129 1.50 .)6 .276 -).7 
.143 1.57 So .3aB -4.5 
.187 1.31 .81 .451 -h.6 
. 191 I.!? .85 .494 -hS 
.261 . 83 1.24 .706 -).9 
. 410 .)5 1.)6 1 . 297 -1.4 
.258 . 98 1.50 .727 -4.3 
. 448 . 30 1.57 10542 -1.0 
. 308 . 65 1.60 1.018 -).5 
0. ll7 1.60 0.)5 0.248 -4.) 
.IS6 1.69 .65 .))6 -5.7 
.171 1.11 .83 .)93 -6.2 
. 215 1 . )8 1.22 -527 -6. 2 
. 251 1.20 1057 .65) - 5. 8 
.h)8 . ho 1.60 1.)IS -2.4 
0.211 0.73 0.51 0. 498 -2.6 
.215 . 81 . 84 .603 -2.8 
.)06 . 49 1.13 .956 - 2.1 
(b) (b) 1~l (bl (bl (b) (b) (b (b 
0. 222 0.62 0. 56 0.570 -2.0 
.255 . 48 . 76 .666 -205 
.)90 .31 1.)1 1.242 - l.h 
!~l (b) (b) (b) m (b) (b) (bl (b) (b) (b 
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U BLE II.- ItAXIlIUli PrtESSURE AND INSTANTANEOUS VERTICAL-VELOCITY DATA 
Gage 
Trim 7.> x. > 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 Impact dog dog it/ sec rt;~ec Pmu ft;~e c Pma.x ft~~e c Pmax tt~~ec ~x tt}~ec ?max rt~~ec Pmax tt~~ec Pzu rt)~ec Pmax rt;~ec Ptoa.x rt;~ec Paaa.x 
C6 • 19. 15 
1 to4 0 90 0 --- --- ---- -- -- - - - --- ---- -- --- --- --- -- -- -- ---- -- - -5 0 90 0 ll .5 15.4 - --- ---- -- - ll . ) 10.7 ll.7 8. 2 ll.8 ll .O ll. 8 9. 2 ll.8 8.6 ---- -- ll .7 6. ) 
6 90 0 ).9 1. 9 - --- - - -- --- 3. 4 6.6 3.4 7·1 3.2 5.4 3.2 5.8 3.1 2 . ) ---- - - --
7 90 0 5.5 7.7 ---- -- --- - - - - 5.5 2.S 5.3 2.4 4. 8 21.2 4. 8 6.8 4. 8 5 .9 --- --- -.--- -8 8 90 0 7.4 9.6 -- - - - - - 7.4 5. 8 7.0 13·5 6. 7 4.3 6.5 7.7 6.4 9.5 ---- - --- - -
9 90 0 9.3 19. 2 ---- - --- --- 9. 2 ll.6 9.0 20.6 -- - 8.0 10.1 8. 2 15. 8 - -- 7.6 ll. 4 10 90 0 12. 1 37 .1 --- --,r - -- 12.1 14. 9 ll.7 27.7 ll.2 16.4 10.6 10.1 10. 8 22.1 ---- ---- -- --
II 3.34 66 .7 3.6 5.3 --- --- 2.7 6.3 2.7 4.3 2.7 22.3 1. 8 19.0 ---- -- 1.1 7.7 ---- --- -- 0 
12 6.53 67 .6 7.6 39 . 8 7-S 17 . 8 7.5 ll. 8 7.6 15.3 7.1 59 .1 6. 5 53.3 5.6 22.7 5.9 18.7 6.5 3.8 4.4 6.5 
13 7.99 62.1 8. 8 51.0 8.6 17.0 8.9 12.6 8.6 22 .4 8.1 52.4 7.7 59 .1 6. 6 23.5 6 .6 19 .9 6.8 6.9 6 .0 17 .8 
14 9.46 62. 1 10. 1 54 .5 10.0 12 . 0 10.1 17.7 10.0 27 . 8 9.6 79 .6 9.3 45.9 8.6 31.5 8.6 24 .5 9.2 5.3 7.7 13.0 
15 4 ~:73 5J.5 10.0 46 . 2 9. 9 26 .0 10.1 14.9 9.9 25.6 9.6 68.5 9.1 37.1 6.4 24.8 6.5 22 .3 9.0 3. 4 7.8 6.7 16 .65 34 .0 9.0 25. 8 6. 9 22 .9 9.0 13. 2 9.0 19.1 8.6 35·3 8. 2 44 .4 .1 . 7 14. 8 7. 8 16. 9 ---- -- 7.0 ll.8 17 .85 43 .9 ll.2 49.3 --- -- ll .3 17 .7 ll . 2 28.7 10.9 51.6 10.3 71.9 9.8 39.9 9. 8 24 . 8 10.1 4.7 9. 2 20.0 
18 7.21 27 .5 8.5 2S .6 8.4 22.2 8.4 7. 0 8.3 13.6 8. 1 36 . 2 7. 7 44 .3 7.2 13. 2 7.4 15.0 7. 2 4.3 6. 7 9. 9 
19 17 . 80 24 . 9 6. 0 21.7 7.9 10.0 7.9 10.5 7.9 17. 9 7.7 38.4 7. 3 46.2 6. 8 22. 8 6 .9 15.7 7.2 2. 4 6.3 9.1 
20 2.78 79.4 ) .7 25 .7 
-
-- --- ---
3.3 29. 6 ---- 0 ---- 0 --- 0 .... - - - 0 -- 0 - 0 21 3.05 73 .0 3.7 23 .6 --- ---- 3 .6 15.8 3.3 25.1 --- --- - - 0 ---- 0 ---- 0 ---- 0 ---- 0 
22 6.14 67 .6 7.1 40.6 -- - --- 7 .1 17.3 7.0 30.0 5.7 39.7 3. 8 29 .3 - --- --- 3.3 17.7 1.6 8.6 --- 0 
23 8.64 61.4 9. 2 69.4 9.0 17 .7 9 .1 22 .4 9. 1 39 . 2 8.1 29.6 6., 30.0 4. 8 24 .7 5.1 34 .0 5.4 12.0 2.3 9.6 (. ) 10.29 60. 9 10. 9 57.7 10.6 24 .2 10.9 62.6 10. 8 37 .3 9. 8 26.5 8.6 41. 9 6. 6 26.6 7. 1 39.5 7.3 9.9 4.2 12.3 
24 ll.10 55.6 10. 8 48.5 10.5 24 .7 10. 8 34 .3 - --- --- 9.8 39. 9 8.6 46. 2 7.4 16. 2 ---- --- ---- -- - ---
25 b 13.58 46.7 ll .3 62.2 ll.O 21. 6 ll. 2 24 .3 ll. 2 37 .9 10. 2 51.6 9.3 42 .6 7. 6 18. 8 8.2 32.6 8. 3 5.7 5. 9 8.6 
26 14. 25 44 .3 ll . 2 62.2 ll .O 26 .2 ll.l 34 . 0 --- - --- 10.2 52.2 ll.O 14.7 8. 0 20.7 ---- -- --- --- - -- - -
21 16. 66 4:).0 12.1 54 .4 ---- --- 12. 0 21.7 11.9 30. 3 ll.3 39.3 10.4 33 .4 9.1 22.7 9. 2 28 .8 - - --- 7.7 21.0 
26 17.60 34.5 10. 9 43 .6 --- --- 10. 9 33 .7 - - -- 10.0 48.1 8.7 28.3 - -- - ... - -- --- - --- --- - -- --
29 20. 06 32.7 12.0 56 . 2 ll. 9 17.8 12. 0 15.9 ll.9 32.1 ll.4 60.7 10.5 36 .7 9. 3 12.2 9.6 30.4 9. 8 11.5 8. 2 ll .3 
30 20.57 25 .6 9.5 35 . 2 9.5 16.7 90S 16.9 90S 25 . 2 8. 9 2S .4 8.3 20.6 7. 4 ll . 6 7. 5 16.4 7.7 8. 2 6.2 5. 1 
31 21.15 28.4 11.0 55.5 - --- --- ... 10. 9 29 .1 10. 9 18. 8 10.3 27.2 9.5 15 .6 8.7 21. 2 9.0 22.5 --- --- - 7.6 13.9 
32 3.08 73 .0 3.5 26. 8 ---... --- 2. 9 33.9 2.4 45. 9 --- 0 -- 0 --- o· -- 0 - -- 0 - 0 
33 5. 81 61.4 6. 2 29.4 ... --- - - 5. 8 33 . 2 5.6 39.0 3.0 8.5 --- 0 - - --- ---- --- ---- 0 - 0 
34 12 10.35 51.0 9.1 32.S ---- - -- 9. 1 29.5 8.9 43 .3 7.7 16.2 5.6 36.3 2.1 6.5 2.6 17.4 2. 7 5.6 0.4 1.4 
35 15.13 43.1 11.5 37 .5 - --- ll . 3 28. 9 ll .2 39.5 9. 9 8.3 8.4 37.1 6.0 12.6 6.5 25 .6 6.6 9.2 3.8 7.4 
36 19.62 24.6 ll.8 29. 3 --- -- -- --- ll.5 36. 6 10.6 ll.5 9. 1 26 .7 7.7 14.9 7.9 24.7 6.0 90S 5.7 5. 8 
37 24.76 32 .9 8.4 14.0 ---- - - 8. 4 11. 8 6.4 19.4 7. 8 5.0 6.8 18.8 6. 0 3.8 6.1 13 .2 6. 2 3.4 4. 9 2.1 
38 3.15 80. 0 3. 9 41.6 --- - - - - - -- 1.6 46 . 9 ---- 0 --- 0 --- --- - - --- - - -- - ---
39 5. 82 62.1 6. 2 23.5 -- - --- -- -- 5.1 40.4 - -- - - -- 0 - - - - - --- -- ---- --- --- --
40 16 10·56 51. 0 9. 3 16.7 ---- -- 9.0 38.0 6.9 45 .4 6.8 10 .9 2.7 20.3 --- --- --- - -- --- - - ---41 14. 99 43 .1 ll. 4 26.6 -- --- -- --- 10. 9 44.5 9.1 8.9 6.7 36.7 --- --- -- -- - - --- --- --
42 16.72 24 .6 7. 3 12.6 --- - - - - 7.1 17 .6 7.0 20.6 6.1 5.1 4.5 17.1 -- -- - - -- - -- -- --
43 20.32 32. 9 12. 1 28.2 --- ---- ll. 9 28.5 ll .9 35. 2 10.5 9. 3 8.6 32. 8 ---- - ... --- -- -- - - -- - --
44 2.46 73 .5 2. 9 35.9 --- - -- --- 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -- 0 -- 0 -- 0 --- 0 
45 3.62 67 .6 3. 9 36.4 --- --- 1. 5 33.6 .9 36 . 9 ---- 0 - - - - 0 ---- 0 --- 0 - 0 - - 0 
46 5.66 62.1 6. 1 39 .4 --- -- 5.0 38.5 4. 8 42. 9 - 0 - -- 0 -- --- - 0 - - 0 -- 0 
47 9 .65 46 . ) 7.1 27.6 --- -- 7. 2 30.3 7.1 36 .1 4.1 21.8 - 0 - -- --- - -- - 0 - - 0 
48 20 10.48 43.5 7.8 23 . 2 - - - - 7.5 25.4 7.4 26.1 4.5 20. 7 -- --- - - --- - - -- - 0 -- - 0 
49 15. 96 33.8 9.4 19.0 -- ---- 8. 9 24 .6 8. 9 30. 2 7.1 26.3 - - ---- - -- - -- - -- - -- 0 - 0 
50 17.61 21.6 7. 0 8. 2 - -- -- 6.6 13.8 6. 5 16.5 5.L 12.7 3.7 4. 2 3.1 2.4 3.1 20.7 - - 0 -- 0 
51 19.51 33 . 9 12.0 2S .0 - - --- ll . 7 32.4 ll .6 36 .3 10.1 31.1 7-S 27.7 4.5 6.1 - - --- -- -- -
52 21.36 19. 2 7.3 12.0 --- -- 7. 1 16. 8 7.1 17 .1 6. 2 10.7 5.0 16. 0 - --- - - --- - - 0 --- 0 
53 21.48 28 .6 ll.2 21.6 --- ---- 10.6 21 .0 10.6 28 .9 9. 2 26.3 7. 1 13.3 4.6 7.7 -- - - - --- ---- 0 
54 3.80 67 .6 4.1 34 . 2 - -- - 0 -- 0 - -- 0 - 0 - - - -- - - --- - 0 - 0 
55 8.05 52.9 7. 2 29 . 7 ... --- --- 5.s 35 .1 5.5 36.1 - - 0 - -- 0 -- - - - -- - - 0 -- 0 
56 30 10.08 48. 1 8.3 25.5 -- --- 7. 9 29.2 7.4 29. 7 1.8 6.3 -- 0 --- --- --- ---- --- 0 -- 0 57 14. 79 40.0 10. 2 23 . 8 --- --- 9.5 28.4 9.5 27.3 6.5 16.3 - - - - - - - - - --- 0 --- 0 
58 19. 95 33.6 12.1 25.3 -- --- ll. 6 27 .5 11.5 28.5 9.3 19.9 5.5 12.9 - -- - -- ---- 0 - - 0 
59 23.28 20. 3 8.6 10.5 --- -- 8. 2 14 .9 8.1 15. 9 6.8 2. 9 5.7 6. 2 -- - - - -- 1.7 5. 4 --- 0 
c •• 27.90 
60 3.57 71.4 4. 7 29.6 ... - - - - - -- --- 3. 9 35 .3 2.1 23.7 -- -- -- ---- --- -- - - -- - - -
61 6.68 65.8 7.5 35.4 - - - - -- --- --- --- - -- 6. 8 34 .5 5.5 32 .3 4.C 21. 7 4.5 33.8 - - - 2. 2 22.C 
62 8 10. 26 44.6 8. 1 36.6 - - - - -- -- - 8.1 17 .9 7.6 22.8 7. 1 34.0 6.1 24.1 6. 2 27.5 --- -- 4. 8 9.9 
63 18.06 37.9 12. 4 51.7 --- -- --- - -- 12.1 ·~U ll. 6 25.0 11. 2 29. 7 10.5 31. 9 10.6 31.5 - --- 9.4 25.3 64 20.41 33 . 3 12.5 50.5 - - - -- - 12.3 ll.9 50. 2 ll .4 35.7 10.6 24 .6 10. 8 33 .8 - - -- 9.6 23.7 
c • • 36.07 
65 4.55 72.5 4.L 23.1 - - -- - -~- 4.1 33 . 3 3. 2 28.1 1.8 16.7 - -- - 1.7 16.2 -- 0 - 0 
66 5.29 63 .3 6.0 36.4 - -- - -- 5.7 24 .7 5.3 27 . 7 4.4 30.5 3.3 17 .9 3.6 32 .0 - -- - 1.9 10.1 
67 8 9. 92 44.3 7. 7 37.0 -- --- - -- - 7.8 16.5 7.6 20.1 6. 8 22. 4 6 .1 23 . 2 6.2 30.6 -- --- 5.2 ll.6 68 14 . 85 36.8 9.6 38.6 
-
--- - ---
9.4 19.0 9.3 30.7 9.0 17.6 8. 0 ll.6 8.3 31.1 - - -- - 7.3 8.3 
69 16. 24 41.7 12.1 49.1 - -- - ---- 12.0 37 . 2 ll.5 31. 8 10. 9 22. 3 10.1 36. 2 10.1 41 .0 --- -- 9.0 16.& 
70 20. 41 31.3 ll.4 44. C - --- --- -- ll. l 26 . 8 10.9 39.6 10. 7 27.5 9. 8 36. 7 9.9 34 . 2 - --- 9.4 8. 1 
a"verage or six repeat impacts . 
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Figure 1.- Cross section of inverted -V model. 
Figure 2.- Inverted-V mode l mounted on carriage in Langley impact basin. L-93869·l 
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Figure 3.- Locations of pressure gages in bottom of inverted-V model having _200 angle of dead 
rise. 
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Figure 4.- Variations of load and motion coefficients with time coeffi-
cient for impacts without forward speed. T = 00 ; C6 = 19.15. 
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Figure 5. - Variations of load and motion coefficients with time coeffi-
cient for impacts without forward speed. T = 8°; C6 = 19 .15. 
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